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AIR OPERATIONS AND DIEPPE RAID

Yesterday’s air battle over Dieppe was the most intense ever fought .and

for this action,Fighter, Bomber, Army Co-operation squadrons end units of the

United States and Allied Air Forces were under the operational control of

Fighter Command.

The air battle, which began long before dawn and ended only at dusk, was

directed from the headquarters of a Fighter Command Group under Air Marshal

T.L.
Leigh—Mallory, C.B., D.S.O.

Primary object of the air operations was to hold the air over Dieppe
and the Channel so that our ground forces could land, carry out their task ashore

and then re-embark, protected throughout against air interference from the enemy.

Another vital intention was that of forcing the Luftwaffe to fight.

The measure of success achieved in both -purposes is indicated by the

final figure of 91 energy aircraft definitely destroyed, and mere than 100 others

probably destroyed or damaged for the loss of 98 of our aircraft of all types
with 30 fighter pilots saved.

Bombers and fighter-bombers attacked gunposts and strong points in the

dark hours of the morning and,were followed before first light by fighter and

fighter-bomber squadrons on low level strafing expeditions.

"with the dawn began the constant procession of protective fighter

formations to and fro across the Channel, which was to continue throughout the

daylight hours, augmented fr m time to time by the close-packed formations cf

fighter escorted bombers which were repeatedly employed in support of the ground

forces.

Smoke-laying Blenheims, Bostons, Mustang fighters of Army Co-operation

Command, Hurricanes and Spitfires kept up the ceaseless procession which hour

after hour crossed and re-crossed the Channel, Re-inforcing the British

squadrcns which formed the bulk of this great- air striking force were American

fighter squadrons, French, Belgian, Polish, Norwegian and Czech units and

squadrons from the dominions of Canada and New Zealand,

In the countless combats which took place tens of thousands of rounds cf

machine gun ammunition and cannon shells were fired. More than 261,000 lbs,

of high explosive and anti-personnel bombs were dropped.
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Of the 91 enemy aircraft known to have "been destroyed nearly half were

bombers, illustrative of the success with which our fighters "screen" defended

the sea-borne ground forces and their escort vessels from air attack.

Top scoring formation was a Polish fighter squadron which yesterday

destroyed nine, five of their victims were F.W. 190s and two others Ju.88s.

They also shot down a He.lll and shared the destruction of another -

all for the loss of one pilot.

The second most successful squadron was Norwegian, whose fighter pilot

shot down six F.W.190s; they also shot down a Dornier 217. Again, the loss

was only one pilot.

Then come six squadrons each claiming at least six enemy aircraft

destroyed.

A close analysis since made of our pilots combats reports indicates that

a large proportion of the enemy aircraft probably destroyed were most unlikely
to have reached their bases. The same would also be true of many of those

claimed only as damaged.

The haze and smoke pall over the Dieppe area prevented our pilots

from seeing the end of many victims while towards the end of the day,
considerable low cloud, developed.

Aerodrome personnel, fitters, riggers, mechanics and armourers set up

new records for sustained work and speed in refuelling and rearming.

"My ground crews were on duty at 3 a.m. and had Spitfires and other

aircraft serviced and ready to take off before dawn", said one Sector

Commander to-day. "They worked, practically non-stop until almost dusk,
without the slightest word of complaint. In fact, they enjoyed the show as

much as the pilots and were on their toes the, whole time. The one aircraft

that did have to return for a defect was repaired in a few minutes".
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